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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study

Speaking is the means to use the language in a variety of realistic

situations in order to communicate effectively. People cannot share their ideas

and information to other people if they do not how to speak appropriately. At

present, Indonesia needs potential graduates who are competent in their

academic mastery and skillful in the applications of technology relevant to the

job market, to develop more qualified human resources for the country.

Speaking ability is a very important matter for people who learn speaking

English, especially in classroom activities. Every student is demanded able to

speak up what in their mind. That is why they have to aware of all the topics

which is being discussed in every meeting, so they can join in the class

actively.

Compulsory  demand of having speaking competence is also stated in

School Based Curriculum ( KTSP ) for Senior High School (SMA)  which

says that in curriculum, the SMA students’ literacy of learning English should

reach of developing communicative competence as mentioned in National

Education and Government Regulation interrelated that the language

interaction in No. 22 UU Tahun 2006 contents about Content Standard to

Senior High School was said that Teaching Learning process in Senior High
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School has to be target as far as to develop communicative competence by

written and orally in daily life. From the governments’ claim it, in speaking

competence the students should communicate of realistic situation in order to

communicate of   effectively, especially in classroom activities than to be

continued in daily activities. Spoken language is both interactional and

transactional, but what should teachers focus on in class, Brown and Yule

(1983: 33).

Based on UU No. 12 Tahun 2003 in chapter VII line 33 contents about

National Education and Government Regulation interrelated that the language

interaction: The second language is the use of the teaching learning process in

education environment. The classroom climate consists of the ways in which

the people within the classroom interact with each other. Beside the

governments’ claim above, as the fact of the preceded experiences, speaking

is the important aspect in relation between the teacher and the students in

classroom of especially and the other people work in environment. The

students will pass from the level if they have speaking competence from the

dialogues’ text in transactional and interpersonal and be sustained be in real

life.

(Borman, 1975: 4) states that the group work methods are the

strategies and tactics of dealing with group interpersonal relations and task

functions through the application of language about group process and

dynamic. So, it is clear that group work in learning English provides students
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or members of group opportunity to express and communicate with others.

When teaching spoken language, focus on teaching longer transactional turns.

This is because native speakers have difficulty with them and because

students need to be able to communicate information efficiently whether in

their country or in a native speaker country. Successful in speaking

competence in teaching of interactional language by using awareness – raising

approach.

Based on the Regulation of the Government Republic of Indonesia No.

19 Tahun 2005 about National Education of Standard in Chapter IV line 19

about Process Standard is: Teaching learning process in classroom should be

taken by interactive, imperative, fun time, challenging to the students to act in

active participate in the classroom. From the statement above, we understand

that the students be taken by active in participate of teaching learning process

by developing communicative competence. In teaching learning process

should be taken by effective and efficiency in process. To teach the teaching

speaking skill, it is necessary to have a clear understanding of the process

involved in speech. The students are hoped of developing communicative

competence by speaking skill process in classroom with the teacher and other

students in classroom.

The students’ participation in speaking class is very crucial since the

teaching learning process will run well when the students do not actively

involve especially in oral communication. It needs two ways of
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communication. It can be between the teacher and the students or among the

students. Littlewood (1981: 1) as quoted by Richard (2001: 155) stated how

important the students’ participation is. He stated that communication

purposes will only take place when at least two parties are involved in the

interaction or transaction. The real motivation comes from within individual.

The teacher task is to encourage the students in order that the students will be

interested in the subject matter. Therefore the students’ participation is very

essential in teaching learning process.

To communicate successfully, the students regularly demonstrate all

four components of communicative competence, and have very good

pronunciation, a wide vocabulary, and excellent mastery of English grammar

rules. The students also have ability appropriately to engage in many different

types speaking, from a casual conversation to giving a formal conference

presentation to a large audience. Though speech, the students express their

emotions, communicate their interactions, reacts to other students and

situations, and influences other student beings. At a sub vocal level speech

enables them to examine and re arrange impression and associations so that

they see new relationships and evolves new purposes.

Speaking is fundamental to human, just think of all the different

conversations, the students have do in one day and compare that with how

much written communication they do in one day. Which do the students do

more of?  In our daily lives most of us speak more than they write, yet many
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English teachers still spend the majority of class time on reading and writing

practice almost ignoring speaking and listening competence. Do the students

think that is good balance? If the goal your language course is truly to enable

your students to communicate in English, then speaking skill should be taught

and practiced in the language classroom. The result of the study will help the

students in learning speaking skill by using appropriate method in learning

process in the classroom.

From the result of the pre-test above, the teacher tries to give solution

by teaching speaking to the students are built in language habits is a time-

consuming activity which must occupy a considerable amount of the class

time in the early stages. Teacher to whom these habits have become second

nature often weary of directing such training, or presume that the students

who had certain structural relationships because of the cumulative memory

teacher tend to build up over successive years of teaching the same material at

the same class.

The discussion above indicates that learning English is not just

learning the linguistics aspect; pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar or the

other component of the language. Although mastering the aspects of the

language will influence the acquisition of language but the focus is not on

mastering them. Learning English is learning how to use it in communication.

Someone cannot be judged in mastering the language if he or she cannot use it

in communication although he or she gets good mark on vocabulary of
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grammar. Mastering the linguistic aspects is needed since the communication

cannot run well if the aspect is poor. The focus is not on mastering the

knowledge but on applying them in communication.

Based on the fact in the class above, the writer stated that most of

them do not actively involve in oral communication. Their participation in

communication is very poor. The communication only happens in one way.

The communication is just from the teacher. The problems that most of the

students encounter are their inadequate speaking and their low motivation in

joining teaching learning process. From the data showed of the pre test that

80% of the students did not achieve the passing grade of speaking class. It

means that most of the students are lack of speaking competence. They  got

scores lower than passing grade (Kriteria  Ketuntasan Minimal). The students

are stated successful in speaking ability if they get at least 63 or exceed 63.

There are some indications which show the weakness of students’ pronounce

in speaking activity, they find difficulty to express ideas by orally. The

students said that they can understand their teachers’ English, but when they

speak to real people they cannot understand them, this is a comment they are

sure many teachers have heard, while it is a bit of an exaggeration, students

clearly fell that classroom based speaking practice does not prepare them for

the real world. Its means the speaking competence of the students should get

serious attention to be handled to teaching learning process especially in

speaking competence. It means speaking is one of the important and essentials
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skills that the people must practice especially the students, lacking the ability

to communicate orally, students cannot be successful in school or in society.

The data showed that 80% of the students did not achieve the passing

grade of speaking class in the pre test in pronunciation rates 57,95%,

vocabulary 58,56%, structure 62,15%, content 63,25% and in fluency 48,88%.

In minimal passing grade of the speaking class target for the second grade

student is stated that 75% of the students has to achieve score 63 in the first

theme (greeting and pronunciation) there are 50% students are pass the test. In

pronunciation is 60%, vocabulary 61,58%, in structure 64,13%, about content

is 54,72%, and fluency is 61,13%. For the second theme ( the expressions of

asking for and giving opinion) there are 77.27% are pass in the test.

Based on the problems found in the field, the researcher tries to

identify the causes of the problems above. Firstly, the students feel difficult to

speak practice in class. For instance when they are in the school library,

canteen or other places. They should have practiced English for

communication although they speak only few utterances. Secondly, most of

the students did not understand the speaking to real people. Because many

English teachers still spend the majority of class time on speaking to

themselves, so lose control of practicing in pronounce to the students. The

students feel really shy about anything in the class, they want to speak

together it gets too noisy and out of hand the teacher lose control of the class.

That’s why they make frequent repetition and pauses in English conversation.
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The next cause is that the students don’t have the desire or motivation to

improve their speaking skill. The teachers are not successful to motivate the

students for having speaking skill, so the students feel boring in the classroom

they cannot enjoy an English class. English lesson cannot attract the students

to learn.

One of the student said that I can understand my teachers’ says

English, but when I speak to real people he cannot understand them. This

comment he is sure many teachers have heard, while it is a bit of an

exaggeration, students clearly feel that classroom-based speaking practice

does not prepare them for the real world. The other student said that the

teaching learning speaking process, there is low motivation to speak English

because the students won’t talk or say anything which is one problem, one

way to tackle this problem is to find the root of the problem and start from

there. If the problem is cultural, that is in your culture it is unusual for

students to talk out loud in class, or if students feel really shy about talking

this cultural barrier is to create and establish your own classroom culture

where speaking out loud in English is the norm.

Their reasons were nearly reasonable their environment support them

to have a little speaking English for all time, they are lazy to speak English

with their friends in school although they have chances. They prefer using

Javanese or Indonesian to English. They are not interested in speaking

English. They feel if they get assignment from their teachers or the teacher
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ask the students to practice the dialogue in front of the class. They feel really

shy about talking by using English in real communication they have reasons

that they are lack of vocabularies and bad in pronunciation.

Based on the fact above, the writer plans a classroom action research

to promote the students’ speaking skill by maximizing their participation in

speaking class through games. According to Andrew Wright (1998: 20)

“Games encourage, entertain, teach, and promote fluency. If not for any of

these reasons, they should be used just because they help students see beauty

in a foreign language and not just problems that at times seem

overwhelming”.

Based on the condition above, the writer tries to give solution by

teaching speaking using games technique. Games are a popular activity in

conversation class where the individual or the groups have sufficient time to

devote to the study, practice and fun of a play. According to the 2006 English

Curriculum and  there are mentioned curriculum of local subject of English

language of Senior High School the students are involved by active students,

it means students center learning by transactional dialogue and interpersonal

by direct. Through this direct, this orientation of the study not only how to

speaking the text, but to communicate by direct. According to the curriculum

mention before it means that the learning process is share information and

ideas by orally. To increasing the students motivated in speaking English and

talented teachers in order to succeed really well.
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Games is chosen as one of the tasks in the teaching learning speaking

that it is hoped will the students increasing their speaking competence based

on the background of situation and condition of the students. The writer thinks

how to facilitate the students so they aware of the important speaking for them

in real communication. Speaking English becomes very important in using

English for communication, someone is said to be competent in language if he

or she is clever to scrutinize, communicate, read and write in and by using

language (Tarigan, 1990: 12). Speaking is one of the important and essential

skills that people must practice. Lacking the ability to communicate orally,

people cannot successful in school or in society. It means, they learn speaking

in class by individual and small group, they can facilities their own selves by

this method to solve their problem of speaking competence. As mentioned

above, their problem is about motivation and understanding spoken English,

the writer choose the games method of teaching learning process.

Games as a part of the classroom lesson, can help the teacher who

overcome this natural reluctance to continue drilling at length the same

material or the same theme, the students be hoped of understanding of the

process of speaking lesson by games. The activities the classroom of the

games in speaking competence all require the reading of the text and the

communication of the information it contents, sometimes in order to solve a

puzzle or complete a task,  all the activities consist of two main phrases: (a)

Read to extract information, these phrases may be organized in different ways,
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for example, in the first phrase, students may be divided into small group and

each group given a different text to read, the complete a worksheet and or

discuss the text in their group. (b) Communicative to share information, in the

second phrase students is regrouped to share their information, in order to act

roles or to complete task or solve a puzzle.

There is a common perception that all learning should be serious and

solemn in nature and that if one is having fun and there is hilarity and

laughter, then it is not really learning. This is a misconception. It is possible to

learn a language as well as enjoy oneself at the time. One of the best ways of

doing this is though games, there are many advantages of using games in the

classroom (Lee Su Kim,1995: 35) : (a) Games are a welcome break from the

usual routine of the language class, (b) They are motivating and challenging,

(c) Learning a language  requires a great of effort, games helps the students to

make and sustain the effort of learning, (d) Games provide language practice

in the various skill speaking, writing, listening, and reading, (e) They

encourage students to interact and communicate, (f) They create a meaningful

context for language use.

Further support comes from (Deborah, 1984: 90) who notes even that

games also help the teacher to create contexts in which the languages useful

and meaningful. Games encourage, entertain, teach, and promote fluency. The

students want to take part and in order to do so must understand what others

are saying or have written, and they must speak or write in order to express
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their own point of view or given information (Andrew, 1984: 84). Games help

and the communicative approach encourages teachers to use a lot of pair work

and therefore increase students talking time and games can be incorporated

into the regular routine of a young learners’ class.

By applying games hopefully there are some improvements on some

points. Firstly the students will have a positive effect toward teaching learning

process. Secondly the students will improve their affective factor in second

language acquisitions. Thirdly the students will actively involve during the

speaking class. Finally 88% of the students will achieve score 63.

B. Problem Statement

Based on the background of the Study above, the writer  states the

problems as follow:

1. Can language games improve the degree of students’ participation in

oral communication?

2. How effective is language games to promote students’ speaking skill?

3. What are the strength and the weakness of using games in teaching

speaking of the second grade students of SMA Al Islam 1 Surakarta ?

C. Objectives of the Study

Based on the problem statements above, the writer states the objectives of

the study as follow:
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1. General Objective

Generally, the study has an objective to improve the speaking

competence of the second grade students of SMA Al Islam 1

Surakarta.

2. Specific Objectives

Particularly, the objectives of the study are to describe:

a. The improvement of teaching speaking using language games for

the second grade students of SMA Al Islam 1 Surakarta.

b. The effectiveness of language games in improving students’

motivation of the second grade students of SMA Al Islam 1

Surakarta.

c. The strength and weakness of using language games in teaching

speaking of the second grade students of SMA Al Islam 1

Surakarta.

D. The Benefits of the Study

The benefit of the study is used as significant contribution for English

teachers, especially for teachers who teach for Senior High School. This

research is to help the teachers exploring the students’ speaking competence.

The teachers must be able to choose  the suitable strategy or technique so

using games in teaching speaking can be encourage students to interact and

communicate in speaking fluency for the students.
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Games can improve teachers’ understanding about the use as short warm

up activities or when there is sometime left at the end of a lesson is very

important in order that the teacher can take full advantages of it in teaching

learning process. Games can be making fun, experiment, discover, and

interact with the environment, etc. It must be accessible both by the students

and the teacher.

This research contributes a new technique in teaching learning process

especially in promoting the students’ speaking skill. It involves highly

motivating because it is amusing and interesting. It can be used to give

practice in all language skills and be used to practice many types of

communication.

By the active participant in the speaking classes, the students’ speaking

skill improve, the researcher can give significant contribution to solve their

problem and finally, the speaking fluency of the students can be improved. It

can help them to acquire the language better. Risk talking is very significant in

this process. Therefore, the teacher has to encourage the students to do so.


